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NEWTON
COMMERCIAL

INTRODUCTION
Newton Commercial has been manufacturing interior trim for Classic British mo-

tor cars now for over 22 years. They specialize in the reproduction of original specifi-
cation items for such classics as the Morris Minor, Triumph Spitfire, Herald andVitesses.
Having been in the Motor trade all his working life, Richard Newton served his appren-
ticeship at Morris Motors in Cowley, then spent time in the BMC Competitions Depart-
ment at Abingdon helping to prepare Race and Rally cars in the late 1960�s. Moving
then to Downton Engineering near Salisbury as Sales Manager and in the early 1970�s
lived and worked in Germany managing the very successful racing Mini Coopers for
Wooding Hamburg. On returning to England he spent several years with Serck Services,
the radiator people, before he and Vera Newton set up Newton Commercial in 1979.
Vera now runs the day to day activities of the business, while Richard is involved with
the continual development and marketing of the Company�s extensive range of interior
trim.

The Company has a new 20,000 square foot factory in Leiston, Suffolk where
all aspects of cutting, sewing and panel trimming are carried out by skilled craftsmen
and women using the very latest up to date technology available to their industry. The
Company is a approved trim manufacturer for British Motor Heritage Ltd., which is a
subsidiary of Rover Cars Ltd., whose other approved workshops and wholesalers through-
out the world continually monitor the quality of the Company�s goods and services.

ABOUTTHISBROCHURE
Our range of Mini trim has expanded considerably since the first edition of our

trim brochure in 1993. This edition has been laid out to be more �user friendly� in that
we have listed, under each model, all the parts we manufacture for that particular car.
Obviously as the Mini has been in production now for over 35 years, we cannot repro-
duce every item that has been made in all the different colors and design combinations,
but we can however, offer a considerable amount of original items and also a lot of trim
that can be easily adapted to fit any Mini.

We have concentrated our �originality� efforts on the early cars built between
1960 and 1973. For these vehicles we have remade the most popular colored vinyls and
leathercloths to as near original specification as is possible. As you read through the
following pages you will see how detailed a subject trim can be. All our trim panel
boards are cut out on special 60 ton hydraulic presses to aid speed of production and
also achieve continual quality standards. We have our own High Frequency Welding
machine which makes all the patterns on both seat covers and trim panels.

We have recently developed a range of trim for cars built after 1973, incorpo-
rating new items for the Mini 1275GT, Clubman�s and 1970�s Minis. This has been
quite a complex range to put together, because of differences in specifications on all
the various models. We are unable to reproduce some of the original colors, so should
the colors or designs shown be not suitable to you, why not consider our special Monte
Carlo Mini trim range which is proving very popular throughout the world? We are also
listing for the first time details of our range of trim for Mini Vans, Pickups, Riley Elf
and Wolseley Hornets.

We have made notes on each page describing the variations of each model, but
if you have any queries please contact us for advice before ordering. We have included
many photographs in the brochure to help us describe to you the detail and quality of our
products.
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NewtonCommercial ColorCodes

The prefix of our part numbers generally describes the type of
product, e.g. TK =Trim Kit and SC = Seat Covers. The suffix of the
part number denotes what color the part is. These codes are listed
below. Order by part number with the proper color code suffix.
A -------------Black
C - -----------Chestnut Vinyl, CreamCrackleHeadlining
CG - ---------CumulusGrey
F--------------Tan
G -------------Green
GB -----------Gold Brocade
J --------------Porcelain Green
M-------------TartanRed
N -------------Navy
P -------------Grey
PB -----------Powder Blue
R -------------Cherokee Red
S--------------Suede Green
SB------------Silver Brocade
SR -----------SpanishRed
W ------------WhiteHeadlining
Y -------------Beige
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MINI SEATS 1959-62GREYFLECKDESIGN

During our research into the various trim options on the early Minis, we have come across all
sorts of variations in trim colors and designs, It is obvious that the design team at BMCwere not sure
what trim options would appeal to the customer in the early days of production, so all sorts of color and
design configurations were used. Bearing this in mind, we have decided that we shall not offer com-
plete trim or seat kits at this stage, but ask you to tell us what you require to restore your car to its
original condition.

The main trim design concept on these cars is the Grey Fleck material which was used on the
seat covers and most of the panels. This material is now available exclusively fromNewton commer-
cial, (although only in vinyl,) so we can finally offer the last piece in the jigsaw puzzle of your restora-
tion. Over the last couple of years we have studied cars at various Mini events and seen many
variations. There would seem to be three or four types of seat design, one being the traditional sewn
pleated type and the other seam welded type created by High Frequency seam welding. We can offer
all of these types, but please bear in mind that the design can vary. Please study our drawings carefully
to check if your covers are the same, if not please advise and we shall do our best to make any
alterations that are needed.

The trim panels also vary considerably, in that, some door and rear quarter panels are in Grey
Fleck and some in plain Dove Grey. The dash area can also have different textured speedo panels and
tray liners, some we have seen in fleck, some Dove Grey and some in grey headlining material. The
rear parcel shelf can also be of different colors. We believe that all the headlinings of this period were
in the Light Grey color, but they could also be of the slightly later Cream Crackle.

COLORS AVAILABLE - order by part number plus color
Black/Grey Fleck, Porcelain Green/Grey Fleck, Tartan Red/Grey fleck,
Powder Blue/Grey Fleck, Spanish Red/Grey Fleck, Spanish Blue/Grey Fleck

1 --- SC3102 ---- Front seat kit style1 - sewn - car set
2 --- SC3104 ---- Front seat kit style2 - sewn - car set
3 --- SC3106 ---- Front seat kit style3 - sewn - car set
4 --- SF659 ------ Base foam cushion
5 --- SF660 ------ Base frame foam wrap
6 --- C705 ------- Base seat diaphram
7 --- SF666 ------ Squab padding kit
8 --- C708 ------- Squab diaphram
9 --- C707 ------- Packet of 20 seat clips
10 - SC3108 ---- Rear seat kit style1 not shown
11 - SC3109 ---- Rear seat kit style2 - sewn
12 - SC3110 ---- Rear seat kit style3 - welded
13 - SC3111 ---- Rear seat kit style 2 - traveller
14 - SF669 ------ Rear seat squab foam - saloon
15 - SF671 ------ Rear seat base foam - saloon
16 - SF674 ------ Rear seat squab foam - traveller
17 - SF679 ------ Rear seat base foam - traveller
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MINI TRIM 1959-62 GREY FLECK DESIGN

DP3021 ---------- Pair of welded type door panels
DP3101 ---------- pair of plain covered door panels
DP3022 ---------- Pair of door panel fillets
DP3023 ---------- Pair of door pocket liners
DC3005 ---------- door check strap - each
WA3022---------- Welded type quarter panels
WA3101---------- Pair of covered quarter panels
WA3023---------- Pair of rear pocket liners
WAC3024-------- Pair of rear wheel arch covers
DT3101 ---------- Pair of speedo panels - round type
DT3021 ---------- Pair of speedo panels - oval type
DT3022 ---------- Padded dash tray liner
WA3021---------- Rear parcel shelf panel
CK960 ----------- Carpet set - nylon - saloon
CK970 ----------- Carpet set - nylon - traveller
CK960PB -------- Carpet set - powder blue - saloon
CK970PB -------- Carpet set - powder blue - traveller
CK971 ----------- Rear carpet section - nylon
CK971PB -------- Rear carpet section - Powder blue
TK3101 ---------- Traveller rear panel kit
HL3000 ---------- Headlining kit - saloon
HL3020 ---------- Headlining kit - traveller
SV2004 ---------- Sunvisor barcket - angled
SV2000 ---------- Sunvisor pad
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MINIMKI SALOONS 1961-67
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1 --- SC3007 ----- Squab cover - stitched type
2 --- SC3004 ----- Base cover - stitched type
3 --- SC3006 ----- Base cover - stitched type
4 --- SC3002 ----- Squab cover - welded type
5 --- SC3001 ----- Base cover - welded type
6 --- SF659 ------- Base foam cushion
7 --- SF660 ------- Base frame foam cushion
8 --- SF666 ------- Squab padding kit
9 --- C708 -------- Squab diaphram
10 - C705 -------- Base seat diaphram
11-- C707 -------- Packet of 20 seat frame clips
12 - SC3008 ----- Rear seat kit - stitched type
13 - SC3003 ----- Rear seat kit - welded type
14 - SF669 ------- Rear squab foam
15 - SF671 ------- Rear base foam
16 - CK960 ------ Deluxe carpet set - nylon
17 - TK3008 ---- Interior panel kit - round speedo binnacle
17 - TK3000 ---- Interior panel kit - oval speedo binnacle
17a DT3024 ---- Speedo panels - round binnacle type
17a DT3021 ---- Speedo panels - oval binnacle type
17b DT3022 ---- Padded dash tray liner
17c DP3022 ---- Pair of door fillets (one door)
17d DP3021 ---- Pair of door panels
17e WA3022 ---- Pair of rear quarter panels
17f DP3023 ---- Pair of door pocket liners
17g WA2023 ---- Pair of rear pocket liners
17h WA3021 ---- Rear parcel shelf panel
17i - WAC3024 -- Pair of rear wheel arch covers
17j - DT3028a --- Dash surroundmaterial - black
18 - HL3000C -- Headlining kit including �C� post liners
19 - SV2004 ----- Chromed sunvisor bracket 1959-63 - angled
20 - SV2000C --- Sunvisor pad - 1959-63 - central bracket
21 - SV732C ---- Sunvisor - 1964-5with swivel chromed bracket
22 - SV2016C --- Padded sunvisor 1964-67 - cream crackle
---- CP3010 ----- Pair of �c� post panels

MINIMKI SALOONS 1961-67
Early Minis went through several different seat design stages in the first few years of produc-

tion as BMC advanced from the old stitched type seat covers to the new simulated stitch created by
the use of High Frequency welding techniques.

As can be seen opposite, there are two designs of stitched type seat covers. The one on the far
left has the stitch lines running right along the base cover, whereas the center seat has a flat vinyl front
panel. The squab covers however are identical. The seat on the far right shows the welded type of
cover which came into production in the mid 1960�s.

Front seat covers can be ordered as separate items, but the rear eat kits are only available in
sets as they are matched up during production. As can be seen, we can supply all the necessary items,
such as foams, diaphrams and clips, etc., to build up a complete new set of sets.

As with all models you can order a complete trim panel kit or individual trim panel items. There
are three types of sunvisor pad available for this period, early cars having a central bracket configura-
tion while later cars had a padded visor with a fixed bracket at either end. For a short period during
1964-65 another type of visor was used with a chromed swivel anchorage at one end and a plastic stalk
at the other. All these visors were made from Cream Crackle material.

We are also offering a boot lid board with a set of screws and cupwashers as well as a boot mat
which was actually screwed to the boot lid and was also big enough to cover the spare wheel and
battery. Both these items were fitted as original equipment on certain cars through this period of
production. Our quilted bonnet insulation pad not only looks pretty, but is effective too!

23 - CK722A --- Boot floor mat - black hardura
24 - DC3005 ---- Door check strap - each
25 - PT3008 ---- Boot lid panel board
26 - CK979A --- Bonnet insulation felt kit
27 - PT4008 ---- Bitumen sound deadening pads - each
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MINICOOPERMKI 1962-67
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MINICOOPERMKI 1962-67
The CooperMk. I was not only mechanically different to the standardMinis, but its interior was

also different. Although the seat frames are the same as other Minis, the designs on the seat covers
were totally different as can be seen opposite. The seat covers were made up of two different colored
vinyls which created a unique effect. The illustrations shown are for UK specification cars, which
were exported to most worldwide markets, however, we know of different designs forAustralia, Eire
and South African built cars. Should you have designs not illustrated here, please contact first before
placing your order.

We are also offering recovering kits for the original Factory reclining seats that were offered as
an Optional Extra from about 1965 onwards. The seat kit contains the vinyl seat covers for one seat,
which has the seat foams sewn into the squab cover as original and also the base foam and the fibre
board squab back panel. The base diaphram can be ordered separately. For those wishing to purchase
a high backed reclining seat for theirMinis, we aremanufacturing a replicaMk.I recliner that looks like
the original 1960�s seat, but made from seats utilizing the post 1980�s seat frame. All Coopers had a
carpeted boot board as standard, two types are available, one for cars with a single petrol tank and one
for cars with twin tanks. Boot board kits are also listed here.
---- SC3010 ----- Front & rear seat cover kit - standard seats
1 --- SC3011 ----- Front seat base cover
2 --- SC3012 ----- Front seat squab cover
3 --- SC3017 ----- Factory recliner seat cover kit - one seat
3 --- S3050 ------- Replica complete reclining seat - LH
3 --- S3051 ------- Replica complete reclining seat - RH
6 --- SF655 ------- Base foam cushion
7 --- SF660 ------- Base frame foam wrap
8 --- SF666 ------- Squab padding kit
9 --- C708 -------- Squab diaphram
10 - C705 -------- Base seat diaphram
11-- C707 -------- Packet of 20 seat frame clips
12 - SC3014 ----- Rear seat cover kit
14 - SF669 ------- Rear squab foam
15 - SF668 ------- Rear base foam
16 - CK960 ------ Deluxe carpet set - nylon
17 - TK3000 ---- Interior panel kit - oval speedo binnacle
17a DT3021 ---- Speedo panels - oval binnacle type
17b DT3022 ---- Padded dash tray liner
17c DP3022 ---- Pair of door fillets (one door)
17d DP3021 ---- Pair of door panels
17e WA3022 ---- Pair of rear quarter panels
17f DP3023 ---- Pair of door pocket liners
17g WA3023 ---- Pair of rear pocket liners
17h WA3021 ---- Rear parcel shelf panel
17i - WAC3024 -- Pair of rear wheel arch covers
17j - DT3028a --- Dash surroundmaterial - black
18 - HL3000C -- Headlining kit - including �C� post liners
19 - SV2004 ----- Sunvisor pad bracket in chrome 1962-63 - angled
20 - SV2000C --- Sunvisor pad - 1959-63 - central bracket
21 - SV732C ---- Sunvisor 1964-65with swivel chrome bracket
22 - SV2016C --- Padded sunvisor 1964-67 - cream crackle
22 - SV2017C --- Padded sunvisor 1964-67 - with vanitymirror
---- CP3010 ----- Pair of �C� post panels
23 - CK951 ------ Carpeted boot board carpet only - single tank
24 - CK952 ------ Carpeted boot board - twin tanks
23 - CK966 ------ Boot board carpet only - single tank
24 - CK967 ------ Boot board bracket kit
25 - CK948 ------ Boot board bracket kit
26 - DC3005 ---- Door check strap - each
27 - PT4008 ----- Bitumen sound deadening pads - each
28 - CK979A --- Bonnet insulation felt kit
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MKII 1968-70MINI& COOPER
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MKII 1968-70MINI&COOPER
TheMk.IIMiniswere introduced in late1967andamongstmanyotherbodyandmechanical changes,

the design of the seats was also altered. The actual seat frames themselves were redesigned (as can be
seen here). The rear seat foams remained the same as the earlier Mk.I but with the addition of foam
toppings, as shown in the illustrationsopposite. Thenewsimulated stitchdesignusedon front and rear seats,
was created by theHighFrequencyweldingmethod. On theCoopermodels only blackwas used and again
an Optional Extra Factory reclining seat was offered. The seat kit we are offering for this seat again
includes the internal foams and backboard as described for the Mk.I model. We can also offer you our
Replica reclining high back seat, as described for Mk.I Coopers, But in the MK.II design as seen here.
Otherwise the remaining items described are to the same specification asMk.Imodels.
---- SC3041 ----- Front & rear seat cover kit - standard seats
1 --- SC3042 ----- Front seat squab cover
2 --- SC3043 ----- Front seat base cover
3 --- SC3018 ----- Factory recliner seat cover kit - one seat
3 --- S3048 ------- Replica complete reclining seat - LH
3 --- S3049 ------- Replica complete reclining seat - RH
4 --- SC3044 ----- Rear seat kit
5 --- SF3010 ----- Base foam cushion
6 --- SF660 ------- Base frame foam wrap
7 --- SF3012 ----- Squab foam
8 --- C708 -------- Squab diaphram
9 --- C705 -------- Base seat diaphram
10 - C707 -------- Packet of 20 seat frame clips
11 -- SF678 ------- Rear squab foam
12 - SF677 ------- Rear base foam
13 - CK960 ------ Deluxe carpet set - nylon
14 - TK3008 ---- Interior panel kit - round speedo binnacle
14 - TK3000 ---- Interior panel kit - oval speedo binnacle
14a DT3024 ---- Speedo panels - round binnacle type
14a DT3021 ---- Speedo panels - oval binnacle type
14b DT3022 ---- Padded dash tray liner
14c DP3022 ---- Pair of door fillets (one door)
14d DP3021 ---- Pair of door panels
14e WA3022 ---- Pair of rear quarter panels
14f DP3023 ---- Pair of door pocket liners
14g WA3023 ---- Pair of rear pocket liners
14h WA3021 ---- Rear parcel shelf panel
14i - WAC3024 -- Pair of rear wheel arch covers
14j - DT3028A -- Dash surroundmaterial - black
15 - HL3012C -- Headlining kit including �C� post liners
16 - SV2017C --- Padded sunvisor 1967-69with vanitymirror
17 - SV2016C --- Padded sunvisor 1967-69 cream crackle
---- CP3012 ----- Pair of �C� post liners
18 - CK979A --- Bonnet insulation felt kit
19 - PT4008 ----- Bitumen sound deadening pads - each
20 - DC3005 ---- Door check strap - each
21 - CK951 ------ Carpeted boot board - single tank
22 - CK952 ------ Carpeted boot board - twin tanks
21 - CK966 ------ Boot board carpet only - single tank
22 - CK967 ------ Boot board carpet only - twin tank
23 - CK948 ------ Boot board bracket kit
23 - 14A9780------Boot board bracket, front
23 - 14A9781------Boot board bracket, side
23 - 14A9782------Boot board bracket, center
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MKIII 1970-73MINI&COOPER

COLORS AVAILABLE
Black Navy
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MKIII 1970-73MINI&COOPER

The 1970Minis had a new body to incorporate the new doors with wind up windows, and also
at this time the range of body and interior colors was also changed in line with other models. The
design of the seat covers different pattern to earlier models. The weld design on the trim panels was
also updated as can be seen here. Other design changes were made to the headlining, which became
a one piece item fitted to roof rods rather than to separate frames used on earlier cars. The color was
also changed to a light grey. Matching sunvisor are also available.

The Coopers had the same trim as the other saloons but were usually fitted out in either Black
or Navy. A reclining seat was offered on this model range, it looked similar to the standard seat, but it
had only a tilt mechanism rather than a full reclining action. This seat was fitted as standard in some
overseas countries that had laws requiring a tilting mechanism on the front seats.

---- SC3046 ---- Front & rear seat cover kit - standard seats
1 --- SC3047 ---- Front seat base cover
2 --- SC3048 ---- Front seat squab cover
3 --- SC3220 ---- Front seat base cover - recliner
4 --- SC3234 ---- Front seat squab cover - recliner
5 --- S3060 ------ Replica complete reclining seat - LH
5 --- S3061 ------ Replica complete reclining seat - RH
6 --- SC3049 ---- Rear seat cover kit
7 --- SF3010----- Base foam cushion
8 --- SF660 ------ Base frame foam wrap
9 --- SF3012----- Squab foam
10 - S708 -------- Squab diaphram
11 - C705 ------- Base seat diaphram
12 - C707 ------- Packet of 20 seat frame clips
13 - SF678 ------ Rear squab foam
14 - SF677 ------ Rear base foam
15 - CK960 ----- Deluxe carpet set - nylon
16 - TK3009 ---- Interior panel kit - round speedo binnacle
16 - TK3007 ---- Interior panel kit - oval speedo binnacle
16a DR3029 ---- Speedo panels - round binnacle type
16a DT3026 ---- Speedo panels - oval binnacle type
16b DT3027 ---- Padded dash tray liner
16c DT3028A -- Dash surround material - black
16d DP3024 ---- Pair of door panels
16e WA3026 --- Pair of rear quarter panels
16f WA3030 --- Pair of rear pocket liners
16g WAC3025 - Pair of rear wheel arch covers
16h WA3027 --- Rear parcel shelf panel
17 - HL3012P -- Headlining kit including �C� post panels
18 - SV2016P -- Padded sunvisor 1970 on - grey - with mirror
19 - SV2017P -- Padded sunvisor 1970 on - grey
---- CP3012 ---- Pair of �C� post liners
20 - CK975A --- Bonnet insulation felt kit
21 - PT4008 ---- Bitumen sound deadening pads - each
22 - CK966 ----- Boot board carpet only - single tank
23 - CK967 ----- Boot board carpet only - twin tank
22 - CK951 ----- Carpeted boot board - single tank
23 - CK952 ----- Carpeted boot board - twin tank
24 - CK948 ----- Boot board bracket kit
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MINI 850, 1000, CLUBMAN, & 1275GT 1974-'80
From the various diagrams over the following pages, we are listing the original items that we

have reproduced for this range of minis. Most of the items listed were produced in the 1970-80 period,
but some of the items were used well into the 80�s, so please check the diagrams carefully to see which
items are applicable to your mini. For this range we are only offering seat coverings for the front seats
as well as a complete kit for the rear seat assembly. As we are using new materials it is unlikely
because of wear and fading that our new items will match your original trim. On the early 1275GT
models the front seats were more padded than usual, where as these cars built after 1974 had seat
foams the same design as normal Clubman seats. We have therefore given these foam kits a different
part number.

1 --- SC3240 ----- 1275GTEARLYTYPE SEAT KIT- both front seats
1 --- SC3241 ----- 1275GTLATE TYPE SEAT KIT- both front seats
2 --- SC3242 ----- 1275GTREAR SEAT KIT- early type
2 --- SC3243 ----- 1275GTREAR SEAT KIT- late type
3 --- SC3244 ----- FRONTSEAT COVER KIT- both front seats; vinyl
4 --- SC3245 ----- REAR SEAT KITASSEMBLY
5 --- SC3247 ----- CLOTH FACED SEAT COVER KIT- both front seats
6 --- SC3248 ----- CLOTH FACED REAR SEAT COVER KIT
7 --- SC3250 ----- HOUNDSTOOTH FRONT SEAT KIT- both front seats
8 --- SC3251 ----- HOUNDSTOOTH REAR SEAT COVER KIT
9 --- SF3016 ----- 1275GT EARLY TYPE FRONT FOAM KIT- per seat
9 --- SF3010 ----- FRONT SEAT BASE FOAM PAD
10 - SF660 ------- FRONT SEAT BASE FRAME FOAMWRAP
11-- SF3012 ----- FRONT SEAT SQUAB FOAM
12 - C708 -------- FRONT SEAT SQUAB DIAPHRAGM
13 - C705 -------- FRONT SEAT BASE DIAPHRAGM
14 - C707 -------- PACKET OF 20 SEAT CLIPS
15 - SF678 ------- REAR SEAT SQUAB FOAM
16 - SF677 ------- REAR SEAT BASE FOAM
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Mini 850, 1000, Clubman,& 1275GT 1974-1980
Listed below are the various trim panels fitted to this range of cars. During this period and also

running into the 80�s, Leyland designed three different styles of door and rear quarter panels. There
were variations in the other panels depending on model type. For example, someMini saloons had a
central speedo cluster, but some had the speedo instruments in front of the steering wheel as did
Clubmans and the 1275GTs. Most cars of this period had air vents in these panels. The rear pocket
liner was changed in the late 70�s as well. We would ask you therefore to check your old panels
carefully to make sure you order the correct new items.

DP3038----------- PAIR OF MINI 1275GT DOOR PANELS
WA3038 ---------- PAIR OF MINI 1275GT REAR QUARTER PANEL
DP3047----------- PAIR OF MID 70�S DOOR PANELS
WA3047 ---------- PAIR OF MID 70�S REAR QUARTER PANELS
DP3048----------- PAIR OF LATE 70�S DOOR PANELS
WA3048 ---------- PAIR OF LATE 70�S REAR QUARTER PANELS
DT3026----------- PAIR OF CENTRAL TYPE SPEEDO PANELS
DT3038----------- PAIR OF CENTRAL TYPE SPEEDO PANELS WITH VENT HOLE
DT3047----------- SET OF OFFSET SPEEDO DASH PANELS- RHD
DT3048----------- SET OF OFFSET SPEEDO DASH PANELS- RHD
DT3027----------- DASH TRAY LINER ALL MODELS
WAC3025 -------- PAIR OF REAR WHEEL ARCH COVERS
WA3030 ---------- PAIR OF EARLY REAR POCKET LINERS
WA3050 ---------- PAIR OF EARLY LATER POCKET LINERS
WA3027 ---------- REAR PARCEL SHELF PANEL

COLORSAVAILABLE:MINI 1275GT: Black &Navy;Mini & Clubman: Black, Navy&Beige
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ACCESSORIESMINI&CLUBMANSALOONS 1970ONWARDS
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ACCESSORIES
MINI&CLUBMANSALOONS 1970ONWARDS

All Minis are noisy! We have developed our carpet sets and many accessories with this prob-
lem inmind. Our carpet set, for instance, have 10mm sound deadening felt laminated to the back of not
only the main floor mats, but also to the front wheel arch carpets and bulkhead pieces also. Heel mats
are sewn in, scuff pads fixed on the rear floor mat for the seats to slide on and also included is a packed
of carpet fixing clips and floor studs. For those mini owners who do not have our carpet sets. We have
available a separate under felt kit. We have also developed a heavily felt backed bonnet insulation pad
for all models as well as a bulkhead pad to go behind the carburettors. Bitumen sticky backed pads are
also available which can be stuck anywhere!

For such a tiny boot we can offer you many items. Early Mini Coopers had a boot board fitted
as standard, so we have developed carpeted boards and bracket kits for all Mini saloons built after
1973. Also available are sound insulated tool pouches and jack bags. To finish off the rear end, so to
speak, we can offer a boot lid board in black to hide all the lid ribs and wires.

Our headlining kits in either light grey, black or white come ready sewn together with �C� post
panels and the piece of spare material to go between the window and the rear shelf liner. You can also
purchase a pair of �C� post panels separately. Matching sunvisors with or without a vanity mirror are
also available as well as a set of headlining support stays, should your old ones be lost or damaged.
Lastly, we can offer gear lever and handbrake gaiters to fit all models. Cars built between 1970 to
1973 had aluminium remote control type gear lever mechanism where the gear lever is slightly offset
on the transmission tunnel, but in 1974 this methodwas changed to a �rod�mechanism, where the lever
comes out the centre of the tunnel. This position continues until today�s current production. For
Coopers built after 1993 the gaiter has red top stitching to match the cars interior color scheme.

CK962 ------------ Deluxe carpet set - all models
CK900 ------------ Underfelt kit - all models
CK980 ------------ Bonnet insulation pad -mini
CK977 ------------ Bonnet insulation pad - clubman
CK975 ------------ Bonnet&bulkhead insulation kit -mini
CK3000 ---------- Bulkhead insulation pad - allmodels
DT3076----------- Under dash tray liner boards - pair (1959 onwards)
PT4008 ----------- Bitumen sound deadening pads - each
CK720 ------------ Tool pouch in black hardura - all models
CK989 ------------ Vinyl handbrake gaiter - all models
BHH2005 -------- Vinyl gear lever gaiter 1970-73 - all models
BHH2000 -------- Vinyl gear lever gaiter - all models (1974 onwards)
BHH2002 -------- Vinyl gear lever gaiter - 1993 Coopers onwards
PT3008 ----------- Boot lid board
CK951 ------------ Carpeted boot board 1970-80models
CK953 ------------ Carpeted boot board 1980 onwards
CK948 ------------ Boot board bracket kit - 1970-80
CK950 ------------ Boot board bracket kit - 1980 onward
CK941 ------------ Boot board bracket kit - 1980 on 165 tyres fitted
CK721 ------------ Jack bag in black hardware
HL3012----------- Headlining kit including �C� post panels
CP3012 ----------- Pair of �C� post panels
HL3030----------- Six piece headlining stay kit
SV2016 ----------- Padded sunvisor - plain
SV2017 ----------- padded sunvisorwithmirror

Carpet ColorsAvailable
Black Brown Red Dove Grey Green Powder Blue
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MINI TRAVELLER&COUNTRYMAN 1963-80
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MINITRAVELLER&COUNTRYMAN 1963-80
MINI CLUBMANESTATE 1970-80

Seat covers and accessories
These models basically followed the design of their respective Saloon versions as far as the seat

covers are concerned. The rear seats are obviously of a different shape. You will see that Mk.II and
Mk.III have the same design, but the Mk.III covers used a differently grained material hence the
change of part number. A tilting type front seat was also introduced at this time, there being a tilt
handle on the outside of the base frame. As an option we are offering a cloth faced design for this
range, these covers only being available in sets as described below.

1 --- SC3007 ----- Squab cover stitched type - MKI
2 --- SC3006 ----- Base cover stitched type - MKI
3 --- SC3057 ----- Rear seat cover kit - MKI
4 --- SC3043 ----- Seat squab cover - MKII
5 --- SC3042 ----- Seat base cover - MKII
4 --- SC3048 ----- Seat squab cover - MKIII
5 --- SC3047 ----- Seat base cover - MKIII
4 --- SC3234 ----- Seat squab cover - MKIII - recliner
5 --- SC3220 ----- Seat base cover - MKIII - recliner
6 --- SC3045 ----- Rear seat cover kit - MKII
6 --- SC3055 ----- Rear seat cover kit - MKIII
7 --- SC3244 ----- Front seat kit vinyl - mid 70�s design
8 --- SC3246 ----- Rear seat kit vinyl - mid 70�s design
9 --- SC3247 ----- Seat kit with cloth faces - both front seats
10 - SC3075 ----- Rear seat kit with cloth faces
11-- SF659 ------- Base foam cushion - MKI
12 - SF660 ------- Base foam frame wrap - all models
13 - SF666 ------- Squab padding kitMKI
14 - C705 -------- Seat base diaphram - all models
15 - C708 -------- Squab diaphram - all models
16 - C707 -------- Packet of 20 seat clips - all models
17 - SF3012 ----- Squab foam - MKII onwards
18 - SF3010 ----- Base foam cushion MKII onwards
19 - SF674 ------- Rear seat squab padding kit - MKI
20 - SF679 ------- Rear seat base foam - MKI
21 - SF675 ------- Rear seat squab foam - MKII-III
22 - SF676 ------- Rear seat base foam - MKII-III

Interior panel kits
Illustrated opposite is a complete trim panel kit for aMkI orMkII Traveller, which gives you an

idea of the kits complexity. For cars built after 1970 the kit will be slightly different in that there will be
no door fillets, door pocket liners or door check straps. After 1970 there were three types of door
panels used as shown, so please check which type you require. For this 1970 period you could have
three different types of dash arrangements. Standard cars usually had just a round speedo binnacle,
deluxe cars had an oval binnacle, all Clubmans and laterMinis had the instruments offset in front of the
steering wheel.
TK3070-----MKI& II round speedo binnacle
TK3080-----MKI& II oval speedo binnacle
TK3085-----MKIII oval speedo binnacle
TK3086-----Mid '70s round speedo binnacle
TK3095-----Mid '70s oval speedo binnacle
TK3091-----Mid '70s offset speedo - RHD
TK3092-----Mid '70s offset speedo - LHD

TK3093-----Mid 70's oval binnacle with vents
TK3094-----Late '70's round speedo binnacle
TK3096-----Late '70s oval speedo binnacle
TK3090-----Late '70s oval with vents
TK3087-----Late '70s offset speedo - RHD
TK3088-----Late '70s offset speedo - LHD

ColorsAvailable
1963-67
Tartan Red
CumulusGrey
Dove Grey

Porcelain Green
Powder Blue

1967-70
Black

Tartan Red
CumulusGrey

1970-80
Black
Navy
Beige
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ACCESSORIES
MINITRAVELLER1963-80 MINICLUBMANESTATE 1970-80
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CK970 ------------ Deluxe carpet set 1963-73
CK955 ------------ Deluxe carpet set 1973-80
CK971 ------------ 4 piece rear carpet set - nylon
CK971B ---------- 4 piece rear carpet set - powder blue only
CK972 ------------ 2 piece rear carpet set - nylon
CK972B ---------- 2 piece rear carpet set - powder blue only
CK980 ------------ Bonnet insulation pad -mini
CK977 ------------ Bonnet insulation pad - clubman
CK975 ------------ Bonnet&bulkhead insulation kit -mini
CK3000 ---------- Bulkhead insulation pad - allmodels
DT3076----------- Under dash tray liner boards - pair (1959 onwards)
CK900 ------------ Sound proofing underfelt kit
PT4008 ----------- Bitumen sound deadening pads - each
CK720 ------------ Tool pouch in black hardura - all models
CK989 ------------ Vinyl handbrake gaiter - all models
BHH2005 -------- Vinyl gear lever gaiter - 1967-73 all models
BHH2000 -------- Vinyl gear lever gaiter - all models 1974 onwards
CK721 ------------ Jack bag in black hardura
HL3020----------- Headlining kitMK.I& II 1963-70
HL3022----------- Headlining kit 1970 onwards
SV2000C --------- Sunvisor pad - central bracket type up to 1964
SV2004 ----------- Sunvisor bracket (chromed) up to 1964 - angled
SV732C ---------- Sunvisor padwith swivel bracket 1965 only
SV2013C --------- Sunvisor pad 1966-70
SV2017C --------- Sunvisor padwithmirror 1966-70
SV2016P --------- Sunvisor pad 1970 onwards
SV2017P --------- Sunvisorwithmirror 1970 onwards

ACCESSORIES
MINITRAVELLER1963-80 MINICLUBMANESTATE 1970-80

Mini traveller accessories built before 1963 have already been described earlier in this bro-
chure. The items mentioned here have largely been described in previous pages, but one or two items
need clarification. Travellers built up to the end of 1966 had a four-piece rear carpet set. The spare
wheel board was covered in carpet with bound vinyl edges, whereas later models had a piece of carpet
that just covered the whole compartment area. Powder blue carpet sets are more expensive than
other colors because we can only obtain this color in wool, whereas other colors are made of nylon
material. We have also developed two styles of gear lever gaiters for these models. The first is for
cars built between 1967 to 1973 with the aluminium remote control gear lever with the slightly offset
lever, the second is for cars with the rod change gear lever mechanismwhere the gear lever comes out
of the central part of the transmission tunnel. Both these types are in black vinyl.

We have developed three different shapes of bonnet felt pads for this
period to fit the different bonnets fitted to either Minis or Clubmans. It is
worth noting that all Minis built up to 1970 had Cream Crackle type
headlinings, but cars built after them usually had Light Grey headlinings.

COLORSAVAILABLE
Carpet sets Black Brown Dove Grey Red Green Powder Blue (wool only)
Headlining kits Cream Crackle 1963-70 Light Grey 1970 onwards
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MINIVAN&PICK-UP

Mini Vans and Pick-Ups were obviously the �work horses" of the Mini range and in their day
were used not only by the Butcher, Baker and Candlestick maker, but by farmers and huge organiza-
tions like the Post Office and the Armed forces. Consequently the interior trim was functional and
fairly basic compared to the Saloons and other utility models. Early models had either Beige or Tan
colored interior parts, whereas later models were fitted out with Black. Unfortunately we are unable
to offer either of these earlier colors, so we are offering only Black.

The seat designs we are offering are basically the same design, one for earlier vehicles with
stitched seams and for later models welded seams. All the internal foams and diaphrams, etc., are
available as can be seen here. We are offering the original style trim panels which are basically
painted and grained black fiberboard. NormalMK.IMini saloon in vinyl can be fitted and alternative.

For early models the headlining kits and sunvisors are in the original CreamCrackle design and
color and for later models (usually after 1970) we use the Light Grey color. Originally all these models
had rubber moulded floor mats fitted as standard, but unfortunately these are no longer commercially
available, so we are offering our �Deluxe� carpet sets, which have the exact high quality specification
as those we market for the Saloons.

1 --- SC3007 ---- Seat squab cover - stitched seam lines
2 --- SC3013 ---- Seat squab cover - welded seam lines
1 --- SC3004 ---- Seat base cover - stitched seam lines
2 --- SC3016 ---- Seat base cover - welded seam lines
3 --- SF659 ------ Base foam cushion
4 --- SF660 ------ Base frame foam wrap
5 --- C705 ------- Base rubber diaphram
6 --- C708 ------- Squab spring diaphram
7 --- SF666 ------ Squab horse hair padding kit
8 --- C707 ------- Packet of 20 seat clips
9 --- Hl3018C --- Van headlining kit - cream crackle
9 --- HL3018P -- Van headlining kit - Grey
10 - HL3024C -- Pickup headlining kit - cream crackle
10 - HL3024P -- Pickup headlining kit - grey
11 - SV2016C -- Padded sunvisor - cream crackle
11 - SV2016P -- Padded sunvisor - grey
12 - DT3040A -- Pair of speedo panels - black
13 - DT3022A -- Padded dash tray liner
14 - DP3046A -- Pair of door panels - black
14 - DP3021A -- Pair of door panels - MK.I saloon type in vinyl
15 - DP3023A -- Pair of door pocket liners - black
16 - DP3041A -- Pair of door fillets - per door - black
17 - DC3005A -- Door check straps - each - black
18 - CK974A --- Deluxe carpet set - all models


